Dual Metering Pump Upgrade Kit (for AMF Bread Dividers)

Improve scaling accuracy on ADD dividers while reducing waste, sanitation and maintenance time, and overall process costs.

- Gain more control over your bread make-up operation
- Ability to start/stop individual lanes to deal with downstream issues
- Improve overall product quality and scaling
- Increase divider reliability while reducing maintenance needs
Dual Metering Pump Upgrade Kit

KEY FEATURES

- Designed as direct retrofit for existing ADD bread divider
- Converts single Waukesha pump and port to dual pumps with dual ports and rotary cutoff
- Reduces pump speeds while maintaining current dual-cutoff production
- Efficient rotary cutoff and stainless steel distribution manifold

KIT INCLUDES

- New complete front cutoff/cart assembly with dual pumps and stainless steel manifold
- Dual SEW-Eurodrive gearmotors, couplings, cutoff, clean-out cart, casters, and floor tracks
- Comes with inverter, controls box, prox, safety, wiring, hardware, and programming
- Requires site evaluation, including layout review, for all inquiries